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a b s t r a c t

We present a new approach for the elicitation and development security requirements in the entire Data
Warehouse (DWs) life cycle, which we have called a Secure Engineering process for DAta WArehouses
(SEDAWA). Whilst many methods for the requirements analysis phase of the DWs have been proposed,
the elicitation of security requirements as non-functional requirements has not received sufficient atten-
tion. Hence, in this paper we propose a methodology for the DW design based on Model Driven Architec-
ture (MDA) and the standard Software Process Engineering Metamodel Specification (SPEM) from the
Object Management Group (OMG). We define four phases comprising of several activities and steps, an
d five disciplines which cover the whole DW design. Our methodology adapts the i* framework to be used
under MDA and the SPEM approaches in order to elicit and develop security requirements for DWs. The
benefits of our proposal are shown through an example related to the management of the pharmacies
consortium business.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Data Warehouses (DW) systems represent a single source of
information through which to analyze the status and the develop-
ment of an organization [17]. This fact shows the need to define
and enforce security measures throughout the entire DW develop-
ment process. A DW is usually designed by following the phase
requirements analysis along with conceptual, logical and physical
design.

In recent years, many proposals concerning how DWs should be
designed have been proposed [1]. Some authors suggest that there
should be a phase dedicated to requirements analysis
[11,17,21,36]. But few of them take into account both, functional
and security aspects as non-functional requirements for the DW
design.

Normally, within DWs projects the security aspects are imple-
mented in the final phases of design [42]. However, some authors
have noted that software engineering projects are critically vulner-
able when security requirements are performed poorly during the
earlier phases of the development process [4,30,9].

Security requirements are those requirements associated with
the protection of valuable assets in the system. These security
requirements describe how access is managed, what information
can be accessed by whom, and under what conditions that infor-
mation can be accessed, and they are thus often called Access Con-

trol Policies (ACP) [8]. The relevant literature comprises many
proposals whose aim is to protect DWs. However, we put forward
the works [7,6,51] in which the authors call for the design of secu-
rity in the entire DW life cycle. These works constitute a sole pro-
posal which allows us to establish security and audit measures for
multidimensional conceptual modeling by means of a semantical
model. The approach is based on the Access Control and Audit
(ACA) model, which constitutes an ACP tailored for secure DW de-
sign. ACP specifications are often conducted without prescriptive
guidance [3,46], thus leaving systems vulnerable to breaches in
security and privacy [13]. Many researchers have, therefore, recog-
nized the need to bridge the gap between requirements analysis
and access control specification [3,12].

On the other hand, the proposals of [7,6,51] have been related
with Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [31] an Object Management
Group (OMG) standard which addresses the complete life cycle of
designing, deploying, integrating, and managing applications. MDA
is based on the creation of design models at different levels, and
the transformations between them. Fig. 1 describes our framework
based on the MDA for the development of secure DWs by [47]. Pre-
vious works show that the conceptual, logical and physical levels,
along with the necessary transformations through the use of Query
Views and Transformation (QVT) [34] have been defined and studied
(see [51,48–50] for more details). However, a systematic engineer-
ing process with which to develop secure DWs that couples with
the framework proposed in Fig. 1, i.e., that allows us to build and
transform the Computation Independent Model (CIM) to obtain se-
cure code is still lacking.
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The elaboration of CIM is especially important and critical, since
this model collects the majority of the user’s requirements which,
once transformed, will be given to other models from the MDA
framework, i.e., the Platform Independent Model (PIM) is obtained
from the CIM by using a set of guidelines that we have defined (see
Section 4.4.1), and the Platform Specific Model (PSM) and the code
for a specific Database Management System (DBMS) are also de-
fined by applying both the QVT [34] and MOF2Text [35] proposals,
respectively. These models are ideally obtained in an automatic
manner, together with different enrichments at different points
of the MDA process. Hence, we call for the definition of an engi-
neering process that reuses and couples our previous results under
the MDA prism and facilitate the implementation of a CASE tool
that will generate the secure DW repository.

In this paper we propose a comprehensive methodology with
which to develop secure DWs based on the MDA framework which
we will call Secure Engineering process for DAta WArehouses
(SEDAWA). The process allows us to define security requirements
from the business level which are transformed throughout the en-
tire DW life cycle. The approach is coupled with both, the MDA
framework and with our previously developed works. Our ap-
proach is based on the standard Software Process Engineering
Metamodel Specification (SPEM) [32] from the Object Manage-
ment Group (OMG). SPEM is a process metamodel that allows us
to describe process engineering taking into account the life cycles
of the projects. The major benefits of our proposal are: (i) the adap-
tation of the i* framework [53] in order to elicit and represent both,
functional requirements and security as non-functional require-
ments into a secure CIM for the requirements analysis stage of

the DWs design, (ii) that the elicited requirements be transformed
and developed throughout the entire DWs life cycle by using the
MDA framework, (iii) that the methodology be based on SPEM,
which assures a standard notation that couples with the Unified
Modeling Language (UML), and (iv) that our approach offers a guid-
ance through which to develop an effective automated support to
build secure DWs. It therefore reduces the risk, the development
time and effort in the development of secure DWs.

Moreover, the methodological approaches are best suited to
making the software process more systematic and predictable if
they take into account quality control aspects. Therefore, the final
software product is more suitable to the user’s requirements, pro-
viding greater quality, less cost and greater ease of maintenance,
etc., to the applications. The remainder of this paper is structured
as follow. After this introduction, Section 2 describes the related
work. The security modeling for DWs and its relationship with
MDA is shown in Section 3. Section 4 presents our secure engineer-
ing process by means of a methodology which allows us to elicit
and develop security requirements in the entire DW life cycle.
Our methodology is illustrated with an example related to the
management of the pharmacies consortium business in Section 5,
which have been implemented as a prof. of concept in a prototype
CASE tool that we are developing. The limitations of our proposal
are treated in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 draws our main conclu-
sions and outlines our immediate future work.

2. Related work

In this section, we describe work related to our approach from
three perspectives: (1) requirements for DWs, (2) the engineering
process for DWs and (3) proposals for security modeling in DWs.

2.1. Requirements for DWs

Three kinds of DW development approaches exist: data-driven
(from an operational system into DWs), requirement-driven (an at-
tempt to identify the information needs for the DWs, i.e., based on
an explicit requirement stage) and mixed (which considers both
data sources and requirements in the early stages of development).
Here, we have not classified the different approaches according to
the three kinds of DW development mentioned above. In general,
the main approaches for requirement analysis in the context of
DWs are [10,24,26,52,36,38]. However, the proposal of [36] alone
considers security as non-functional requirements (NFRs) for the
Requirement Analysis stage. The remainder of the proposals deal
with functional requirements. However, the security requirements
elicited are not developed and transformed in the entire DW life
cycle. Moreover, none of the aforementioned approaches are part
of the general engineering process that allows us to obtain secure
DWs. We, however, take as our starting point the work [26] in
which the authors proposed a novel and promising approach to-
wards the definition of informational requirements.

2.2. Engineering process for DWs

Several methodologies with regard to how DWs must be built
have been proposed in literature. In [18] different case studies of
Data Mart (DM) are presented which integrate the design of sev-
eral DMs by means of the BUS matrix architecture. The most rele-
vant phases within the DW life cycle is presented, but a method for
the entire process is not proposed. In [11] the authors propose a
particular notation for the DW conceptual design and how a DW
schema can be derived from data sources described by Entity Rela-
tionship (ER) schemas. Here, the authors assume a relational
implementation of the DWs and the existence of ER schemas,
which is often impossible. [29] shows how to build a star schema
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Fig. 1. A framework for the design of secure DWs.
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(and its different variations) from the conceptual schemas of the
operational data sources. The approach supposes that the data
sources are defined by means of ER schemas. MIDEA [2] constitutes
a method based on an MD model. A set of steps that address the
conceptual, logical and physical design of the DWs is proposed.
The operational data sources, together with the final user’s require-
ments, are considered in the design. In [22] a DWs development
method, based on UML and the Unified Process (UP) is proposed,
which addresses the design and development of the entire DW de-
sign. The approach is based on formal UML profiles and allows us
to define various DWs schemas that can be integrated in order to
define automatic transformation between them.

All of the aforementioned approaches are affected by some of
the following problems: they do not include security issues in
the DWs design, some of them do not cover the entire DW life cy-
cle, some of them are based on specific implementation (the star
schema in relational databases), or they are based on a set of steps
or phases that permit the automatization of the entire process of
the secure DW design.

2.3. Security in Data Warehouses

The security modeling for DWs comprises several initiatives to
include security in the DW design. In [15] the authors describe a
prototype model for DW security based on metadata, whose main
goal is to reduce user queries to only those data which are to be
seen by that user. However, this does not permit the specification
of complex restrictions of confidentiality such as deny-allow access
to a special user combining groups and security constraints. Rosen-
thal and Sciore [41] extend SQL grants and create a mechanism of
inferences through which to establish DW security, which derives
permission on tables and views of the system, thus establishing
easy administration. A further attempt is that of the architecture
for both Federated Information Systems (FIS) and DWs which pre-
serves MultiLevel security integration between FIS and DWs [43].
The authorization of the DW scheme built takes into account the
security policy of the federation itself. Kirkgöze et al. [16] defines
a model based on the Discretionary Access Model (DAC) which pro-
pose a security concept for OLAP, a role based security model for
DWs. According to these security rules, a derived data cube is de-
fined for each role. Essmayr et al. [5] shows how access privileges
for DWs and OLAP can be expressed more intuitively than by using
SQL’s grant statements. This access control model focuses specifi-
cally on expressiveness and usability. These approaches
[5,15,16,41,43] are attractive but only focus on practical issues
such as acquisition, storage and access control on the OLAP side.
None of them examine the representation of security at the
Requirement Analysis stage nor do they propose a method to de-
velop it throughout the DW life cycle.

More elaborate initiatives which propose authorization models
for DWs design also exist. For example, Priebe and Pernul [39] pro-
pose a security design methodology similar to the classical data-
base methodology (requirement analysis, conceptual, logical, and
physical design) which covers requirements and concrete imple-
mentations in commercial systems. The same authors extend the
ADAPTed UML (which uses ADAPT symbols as UML stereotypes)
model for the aforementioned conceptual phase [40], and specify
a methodology and an MD security constraint language for the
conceptual modeling of OLAP security. These approaches [39,40]
offer security models at the conceptual level by means of security
constraints, but basically deal with OLAP operations. In short, these
works implement the security rules considered in their conceptual
approach to commercial database systems. The proposed method-
ology focuses solely on the conceptual stage of the DW life cycle,
other stages are not taken into account and no method exists with
which to perform it.

In conclusion, none of the existing approaches model security
requirements which can be developed throughout the DW life cy-
cle. None of them consider a formal access control that can be de-
fined in the requirement analysis stage, and transformed and
enriched throughout the DWs life cycle. We believe that none of
the aforementioned approaches constitute a general method that
offers an effective guidance for the development of an automatic
support with which to build secure DWs. We therefore base our
approach on the work of [7] in which the authors propose a novel
model for security and audit at the conceptual level for DWs. This
model will be adapted and transformed to take on security and
audit measures in the entire DW life cycle (i.e., from the require-
ment analysis phase to the final implementation in a specific
DBMS) following the standard SPEM metamodel [32].

3. Modeling security for Data Warehouses

One of the main concerns in DW design is data security, which
is usually seen as a non-information requirement [36]. In this sec-
tion, we focus on explaining how to model security requirements
for DWs by means of the Access Control and Audit (ACA) model.
Moreover, we reuse a previous extension of the i* framework
[26] in order to elicit security requirements and to define an ACA
model for DWs at the business level.

Security requirements are requirements which are associated
with the protection of valuable assets in the system. This protection
requires that every access to a system and its resources be con-
trolled and that only authorized access can take place, and is thus
called Access Control (AC) [44]. The development of an access con-
trol system is usually carried out by access control policies (ACP),
access control models and an access control mechanism [44], which
constitute different levels of abstraction. ACP are security require-
ments which defines high-level rules. Access control models pro-
vide a formal representation of the access control security policy,
whereas the access control mechanism defines the low-level (soft-
ware and hardware) functions that implement the controls im-
posed by the policies and are formally stated in the model [44].

ACP are grouped into three main classes: Discretionary Access
Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC) and Role-Based
Access Control (RBAC) [44]. DAC policies control access based on
the identity of the requestor and on access rules which state what
requestors are allowed to do. MAC policies control access based on
mandated regulations determined by a central authority. RBAC
policies control access depending on the roles that users have
within the system and on rules stating what accesses are permitted
to users in given roles.

In previous work we have defined an Access Control and Audit
(ACA) model for DWs by specifying security rules at the conceptual
level [7]. This approach is based on access control to guarantee
confidentiality and audit, which are essential components in the
DW design. However, security includes other characteristics such
as authentication, integrity, repudiation and availability, which
constitute mechanisms that are design-independent and rely to a
greater extent on company policies. They are not therefore taken
into account by the ACA model. The ACA model allows us to repre-
sent the confidentiality and audit measures of DWs by classifying
subjects and objects in the system.1 The classification uses access
classes on the basis of three different but compatible ways of clas-
sifying users: by their security level, by their role, and by the com-
partments to which they belong. The access class is one element
of a partially ordered set of classes, in which an access class c1

1 The ACA model also allows us to define Sensitive Information Assignment Rules
(SIARs) in order to specify the security information of each DW element, rules for
representing authorization rules (AURs), which work together with SIARs, and rules
which allow us to specify audit requirements (ARs).
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dominates an access class c2 if and only if the security level of c1 is
greater than or equal to that of c2, the compartments of c1 include
those of c2, and at least one of the user roles of c1 (or one of its
ancestors) is defined for c2 [7].

The following classes are described in order for us to be able to
specify the ACA model:

Security user roles are used by a company to organize users into
a hierarchical role structure, according to the responsibilities of
each type of work. Each user can play more than one role.
Security levels indicate the clearance level of the user. This is
usually an element of a hierarchically ordered set, such as Top
Secret (TS), Secret (S), Confidential (C), and Unclassified (U),
where TS > S > C > U.
Security user compartments are also used by an organization to
classify users into a set of horizontal compartments or groups,
such as geographical location, area of work, etc. Each user can
belong to one or more compartments.

In order to illustrate the previous concept we need to consider
within the organization the Security levels TopSecret (TS) and Secret
(S) and the Security Compartments Asia (SC = A), Europe (SC = E),
South Europe (SC = SE), and North Europe (SC= N E). Moreover, we
need the objects O1, O2 and O3 with the following security informa-
tion: O1{SL = S; SC = NE, SE}, O2{SL = TS; SC = SE} and O3{SL = TS;
SC = A, NE}. A user of the system is denoted by U with the following
associated security information: U{SL = TS; SC = E}. According to
the aforementioned definition the U access class dominates the ac-
cess class of O1 and O2, but it does not dominates the access class of
O3, because there is a compartment of O3 that does not belong to
the compartments of U.

As was previously explained, the ACA model uses the classifica-
tion for users and object based levels, roles and compartments.
Therefore, the ACA model combines the MAC and RBAC models.
MAC models have been widely studied, and many vulnerabilities
have been detected, such as their lack of flexibility, their polyin-
stantiation [14], etc. Nevertheless, most of these problems arise
from the necessity of taking into consideration both read and write
operations in the system. Fortunately, we consider that the sole
operation that will be used by the final users in decision-support
systems is read, so the MAC model is absolutely appropriate. In
contrast to the MAC model, the RBAC model represents a promis-
ing direction and a useful paradigm for many commercial and gov-
ernmental organizations [44].

The ACA model has been integrated with the UML profile of [23]
in order to conform a profile with which to classify both security
information and user for the design of secure DWs. The profile al-
lows us to classify information that will be used to represent the
main security issues in the conceptual modeling of DWs.

3.1. Aligning secure Data Warehouse design with MDA

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is a standard from the Object
Management Group (OMG) which addresses the complete life cy-
cle of developing applications by using models in software devel-
opment. MDA relies on the idea of separating the specification of
a system operation from the details of its platform [31]. MDA pro-
poses several models at different levels: the Computation Indepen-
dent Model (CIM), the Platform Independent Model (PIM), the
Platform Specific Model (PSM) and Code. In the MDA framework
the standard for defining transformations between previous mod-
els is Query/Views/Transformation (QVT) [34].

Fig. 2 shows the extensions proposed in order to establish a
relationship between the DW life cycle and the MDA framework.
The secure CIM model takes into account the work by [26], which
is based on an extension of the i* framework [53]. In the following

section we adapt this extension to represent both functional and
non-functional requirements for DWs. Secure PIM corresponds to
an extension of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) profile by
[23] presented in [51]. This profile allows us to consider the main
properties of secure MD modeling at the conceptual level. The Se-
cure PSM corresponds with an extension of the Common Ware-
house Metamodel (CWM) at the logical level [48] and secure
Code corresponds with implementation at the physical level, i.e.,
with a DBMS that implements security issues. We have recently
used the metamodels of [51,48] to define QVT relations in order
to transform secure PIM into secure PSM in the design of secure
DWs [49]. This set of QVT relations has been validated by means
of the development of the case study of [50]. In the following sec-
tion, we shall use the application of the modeling phase to explain
how to map secure CIM into secure PIM by applying a set of guide-
lines shown in Section 4.4.1.

4. SEDAWA: Secure Engineering process for DAta WArehouses

The secure engineering process is proposed with the purpose of
defining secure requirements and transforming them in order to
develop secure Data Warehouses. The proposal integrates the en-
tire DWs life cycle taking into account its relationship with the
MDA framework depicted in Fig. 2. This section describes our
methodology, which is based on the standard Software Process
Engineering Metamodel Specification (SPEM) [32] from the Object
Management Group (OMG).

4.1. SPEM metamodel: description and notation

SPEM is a process metamodel used to describe a concrete soft-
ware development process or a family of related software develop-
ment process. The SPEM specification is structured as a UML
profile, and provides a complete MOF-based metamodel [32].

The SPEM metamodel offers the constructs and semantics re-
quired for the software development process, which involve or re-
quire the use of Unified Modeling Language (UML), such as the
Rational Unified Process (RUP). RUP is therefore a software engi-
neering process that is iterative, architecture-centric, and use-
case-driven [20]. RUP currently captures many of the best practices
in modern software development, since it is highly suitable for a
wide range of projects and organizations. However, we do not
instantiate RUP since it has some disadvantages for our purposes.
For example, requirements in RUP are captured in a textual docu-
ment called the Vision Document, unlike our proposal which uses
the goal/softgoal modeling diagram. Moreover, we describe how
security requirements are elicited and modeled in early activities
and developed in later phases of the DWs development process
throughout a methodology. RUP, however, only presents a set of
guidelines to capture and employ security requirements.

The SPEM stand-alone metamodel is built by extending a subset
of the UML metamodel. Fig. 3 depicts part of the SPEM metamodel
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Fig. 2. Aligning the design of secure DWs with MDA.
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that we will use in our engineering process, which is supported by
the Core and ProcessComponent packages.

The main SPEM classes that inherit from the Core package’s
classes are: WorkDefinition ( ), which describes the work per-
formed in the process. Its main subclass is Activity, but Phase, Iter-
ation, and Lifecycle are also subclasses of WorkDefinition. Activity
( ) describes a piece of work performed by one ProcessRole,
which may consist of atomic elements called Steps. ProcessRole
( ) defines responsibilities and roles over specific WorkProducts
that perform and assist in specific activities. WorkProduct ( ) or
artifact is anything produced, consumed, or modified by a process
(a piece of information, a document, a model, source code, etc.). A
Phase ( ) is a specialization of WorkDefinition such that its pre-
condition defines the phase entry criteria and its goal (often called
a ‘‘milestone”) defines the phase exit criteria. A process Lifecycle is
defined as a sequence of Phases that achieve a specific goal. An Iter-
ation is a composite WorkDefinition that represents a set of Activi-
ties focusing on a portion of the system development that results
in a release (internal or external) of the software product. See
Fig. 3 for more details.

The main SPEM packages that inherit from the ProcessCompo-
nents package are: Package (just as in UML), which is a container
that can both own and import process definition elements. A Pro-
cess ( ) is a ProcessComponent which is intended to stand alone
as a complete, end-to-end process. Discipline is a particular special-
ization of Package that partitions the Activities within a process
according to a common ‘‘theme” (see Fig. 3).

In the sequel we present an overview of the SEDAWA method-
ology. The following sections give a detailed description of the four
phases that we have considered in our methodology. In each sec-
tion we define activities, steps, and work products, which will be
characterized according to the discipline that they belong to.

4.2. An overview of SEDAWA

SEDAWA is structured into four consecutive phases: elicitation,
modeling, implementation and test–delivery. The iterative style

should be applied to the phases of our methodology. We define five
disciplines: requirements analysis, conceptual design, logical de-
sign, physical design and post-development review, a new disci-
pline introduced by Luján and Trujillo [22].

Fig. 4 illustrates our SEDAWA methodology. We use the stan-
dard icons from SPEM [32], i.e., Phase ( ), WorkProduct2 ( )
and Activity ( ). We omit certain elements from the SPEM meta-
model in the figure for reasons of better understanding. The engi-
neering process is described along the two axis. The horizontal
axis represents time and the dynamic aspect of the process ex-
pressed in terms of phases and iterations. The vertical axis repre-
sents the static aspect of the process described by disciplines
which cover the entire DW life cycle, described in terms of Activities,
WorkProducts, Steps, etc.

The engineering process begins with the Enterprise Architecture
WorkProduct as input for activity A1.1. The Enterprise Architecture
contains designs of the business processes, organizational struc-
tures, components, physical resources, products and services from
the organization. This WorkProduct can be used, by applying activ-
ities A1.1, A1.2 and A1.3 from the Elicitation phase to obtain three
models: (1) GOModel which contains informational requirements
for DWs, i.e., functional requirements; (2) SOModel which contains
security requirements for DWs; and (3) GSAModel which merges
the above models and constitutes a secure CIM for DWs. The Mod-
eling phase is conducted by activities A2.1, A2.2. Activity A2.1 re-
ceives as input the WorkProducts GSAModel and Secure MD
metamodel (whose instance will be produced, see the metamodel
shown in Appendix A). Activity A2.2 receives as input the MD mod-
el WorkProduct obtained from activity A2.1 and the operational
sources WorkProduct that will serve to populate the secure DWs
repository. The implementation phase is carried out by activity
A3.1, which receives as input the enriched secure MD model Work-
Product obtained from activity A2.2. In addition A3.1 receives the
SECure Relational Data Warehouses (SECRDW) metamodel (whose
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instance will be produced, see the metamodel shown in Appendix
B) and the DBMS specific (which will implement the secure DWs
repository) WorkProducts. Finally, the test–delivery phase contains
the activity A4.1 in order to verify, test and deliver the secure DW
repository.

According to SPEM our methodology is described by using the
structure shown in Fig. 5 (see class description from SPEM ex-
plained in Section 4.1). Each activity specifies WorkProduct as both
input and output, respectively. A more detailed explanation of each
phase is described in the following subsections.

4.3. Elicitation phase

The elicitation phase comprises three activities: Goal/organiza-
tional analysis (A1.1), which receives as input the WorkProduct

Enterprise Architecture. Security organizational-based analysis
(A1.2) receives as input the outputs from activity A1.1, i.e., the Goal
organization model (GOModel) and Organizational architecture
WorkProducts. Finally, Goal/Softgoal analysis (A1.3) has as input
GOModel, SOModel and the security policy document, which consti-
tutes the WorkProducts output from A1.2. The output of activity
A1.3 is the Goal/Softgoal analysis model (GSAModel), i.e., the secure
CIM (see details in Fig. 4). In order to carry out the above activities
several steps are performed for each activity, as we can see in Figs.
6, 8 and 10. During this phase the iterative style has strong empha-
sis on the requirements analysis discipline. See the GOModel,
SOModel and GSAModel WorkProducts in Fig. 4. We must clarify that
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Code (DBMS)

Post-develop-
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Design

Design
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Architecture
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Analysis A1.3
(Secure CIM)

Security organizational –
based analysis A1.2

Goal/organizational
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design A2.1
Enriched Secure

DW design A2.2

SEcure MD
Model
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Secure MD

model

implementation A 3.1

Validation A 4.1

ModelingElicitation Implementation Test-delivery
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Sources

metamodel
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(secureCIM)

Fig. 4. Secure engineering process for DWs.

Lifecycle: Secure Data Warehouse
Phase:

Process: SEDAWA
Subactivities

Iteration:
Subactivities

Activity:
ProcessRole:
ActivityParameters {kind:input}

WorkProduct:
ActivityParameters {kind:output}

WorkProduct:
Steps

Step:
Step:

Fig. 5. SEDAWA phases structure.

Phase: Eliciting
Process: SEDAWA
Subactivities

Iteration: First iteration
Subactivities

Activity: Goal/organization alanalysis
ProcessRole: Requirement engineer
ActivityParameters {kind:input}

WorkProduct: Enterprise Architecture
ActivityParameters {kind:output}

WorkProduct: Goal organizational model (GOModel)
WorkProduct: Organizational architecture

Steps
Step: Determine DWs context
Step: Find the intentional actors
Step: Capturing the high-level enterprise goals
Step: Classify and define goals according to their level of
abstraction
Step: Derive information alrequirement from information goals
Step: Obtain MD elements from information requirements
Step: Related context analysis with aggregations

Fig. 6. Goal/organizational analysis activity (1.1).
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an explanation of the goals that are elicited is not within the scope
of this paper.

In order to define security requirements for the requirements
analysis discipline we have adapted the i* framework which per-
mits the modeling and reasoning of the organizational environ-
ment and its information system by using [53]. This establishes
two main modeling components. The Strategic Dependency (SD)
model is used to describe the dependency relationships among
various actors in an organizational context. The Strategic Rationale
(SR) model is used to describe stakeholder interests and concerns,
and how they might be addressed by various configurations of sys-
tems and environments. However, for our purposes we only need
SR models, which are depicted in Fig. 4 as the GOModel, SOModel
and GSAModel WorkProducts.

4.3.1. Goal/organizational analysis (A1.1)
Activity Goal/organizational analysis (A1.1) (see Fig. 6) is per-

formed by the ProcessRole requirement engineer. The input is the
enterprise architecture (to discover the domain infrastructure).
Several steps are necessary to achieve its outputs (WorkProducts
GOModel and Organizational architecture). GOModel represents
the informational requirements for DWs, i.e., the functional
requirements.

Activity A1.1 is based on the work by [26], in which the authors
adapted the i* framework [53] to the modeling of goals and infor-
mation requirements for DWs. The approach is supported by a
UML profile [33] which is integrated with the Model Driven Archi-
tecture (MDA) framework of [25]. The adaptation of the i* frame-
work is based on two extensions of UML [33]: (i) a profile for i*

and (ii) a profile which adapts i* to the DW domain. In accordance
with the UML specification [33], in Fig. 7 we show the packages
which resume the elements contained in proposal [26]. The pro-
files use two kinds of extending relationships: the Extension rela-
tionship (whose arrowhead is shown as a filled triangle) which
points from stereotypes (the extending elements, labeled as
�stereotype�) to metaclasses (the UML extended elements, la-
beled as �metaclass�), and the Generalization relationship (an
arrowhead with a hollow triangle) between stereotypes. On the left
hand side of Fig. 7 we have represented the i* profile by means of
various UML metaclasses (i.e., Package, Class, AssociationClass, and
Association) and stereotypes (the IElement, Argumentable, and IRela-
tionship stereotypes). These stereotypes permit the representation
of SR and SD models belonging to the i* framework.

On the right hand side of Fig. 7 we show the i* profile for DWs,
which is based on a classification of the different kinds of goals that

decision makers expect to fulfill with the DWs: (i) Strategic goals
represent the highest level of abstraction. These are the main
objectives of the business process (for example, ‘‘increase sales”);
(ii) Decision goals represent the medium level of abstraction. They
attempt to answer the question: ‘‘how can a strategic goal be
achieved?” (for example, ‘‘determine some kind of promotion”); (iii)
Information goals represent the lowest level of abstraction. They
attempt to answer the question: ‘‘how can decision goals be achieved
in terms of information required” (for example, ‘‘analyze customer
purchases” or ‘‘examine stocks”). The profile reuses the previous ste-
reotype Goal, as we can see in Fig. 7.

For decision makers, every goal must be specified according to
the classification of goals in terms of the strategic-decision-infor-
mation hierarchy. Information requirements (Requirement as Task
on the right hand side of Fig. 7) for decision makers are derived
from information goals. The profile has added three MD elements
as resources: the business process to be analyzed (BusinessProcess
stereotype), process measures under analysis (Measure stereotype),
and context of analysis (Context stereotype). These stereotypes are,
therefore, derived from Resource (see right hand side of Fig. 7).

The i* profile for DWs provides a mechanism with which to rep-
resent actors (IActor, s) and their goals (Goal, ). The information
requirements of decision makers are considered as tasks (Task,

), and the elements needed in the DW to provide such informa-
tion are considered as resources (Resource, ‘). According to the
type of DW element, these resources can be labeled as �Busi-
nessProcess�, �Context�, or �Measure�. We furthermore
model relationships such as means-end (MeansEnd, ) thus rep-
resenting alternative means to fulfill goals, or tasks, i.e., the possi-
ble relationships are Goal–Goal and Goal–Task. Decomposition
(Decomposition, ) represents the elements which are necessary
if a task is to be performed. Additionally, the profile allows us to
define aggregation relationships between context of analysis (for
instance, the city context can be aggregated by the country con-
text). In order to model these relationships, we have used the
(shared) aggregation relationship of UML (Association UML meta-
class, represented as ).

4.3.2. Security organizational-based analysis (A1.2)
Once the functional requirements have been identified we need

to define security requirements for DWs by means of the following
activities. Fig. 8 depicts the Security organizational-based analysis
activity, which is performed by the SecurityExpert ProcessRole and
has as output the Softgoal Organizational Model (SOModel) and
the security policy document.

<<profile>><<profile>>
i* Profile

<<stererotype>>
Resource

<<stererotype>>
BusinessProcess

<<stererotype>>
Measure

<<stererotype>>
Context

<<metaclass>>
Package

<<stererotype>>
SD

<<stererotype>>
SR

<<stererotype>>
IActor

<<metaclass>>
Class

<<stererotype>>
Task

<<stererotype>>
Resource

<<stererotype>>
Softgoal

<<stererotype>>
Goal

<<metaclass>>
AssociationClass

<<metaclass>>
Association

<<stererotype>>
Relationship

<<stererotype>>
MeansEnd

<<stererotype>>
Decomposition

<<stererotype>>
Contribution

<<stererotype>>
Dependency

<<stererotype>>
Correlation

<<stererotype>>
Belief

<<stererotype>>
Argumentable

<<stererotype>>
IElement

<<stererotype>>
Task

<<stererotype>>
Requirement

<<stererotype>>
Goal

<<stererotype>>
Strategic

<<stererotype>>
Decision

<<stererotype>>
Information

Fig. 7. UML profile for i* in the context of DWs.
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SOModel is built with an adaptation of the i* framework in order
to represent security requirements for DWs based on the Access
Control and Audit (ACA) model. Fig. 9 depicts how the adapted pro-
file reuses stereotypes from the i* for DWs.

The proposed extension for i* offers mechanisms with which to
represent a special security manager actor (SecurityManager, ),
who is the person in charge of the security within the organization.
Softgoals (SSoftgoals, ) are introduced to represent and refine
the organization’s security policy. The elements with which it is
necessary to represent the ACA model are considered as resources
(Resource, ‘) labeled as�SCompartment� (to represent the hor-
izontal compartment or groups of users from the organization such
as geographical localization ),�SLevel� (to define the clearance
level, usually named TopSecret, Secret, Confidential and Unclassified)
and�SRole� (to represent a role from the hierarchical roles de-
fined within the organization). See right hand side of Fig. 9. More-
over, in order to specify constraints for resources, we introduce
several tasks (Task, ), which are labeled as �SConstraint-
Rule� (to indicate additional constraints with regard to the mul-
tilevel security policies), �SConstraintAudit� (to indicate

future audit) and �SConstraintAuthorization� (to indicate
additional more elaborate constraints with regard to the access).
These constraints represent rules that contribute to the fulfillment
of SSoftgoals through the contribution link (Contribution, ).
We model the refinement process of softgoals by means of the
means-end link (MeansEnd, ). Finally, each of the softgoals
which has been refined is detailed into resources (i.e., BusinessPro-
cess, Context, or Measure) by means of Decomposition link ( ).
We also have three packages (GOModel, SOModel and GSAModel).
As was previously stated, GOModel contains the i* model for DWs
(i.e., functional requirements obtained from activity 1.1). SOModel
contains the secure i* model for DWs (i.e., security requirements)
and the GSAModel contains GOModel, SOModel packages and their
relationships.

4.3.3. Goal/Softgoal analysis (A1.3)
It is now necessary to mix the information requirements ob-

tained from activity 1.1 with the SSoftgoals obtained from activity
1.2 in the Goal/Softgoal analysis activity (1.3). Fig. 10 shows the
activity, which is defined through several steps. The output of this
activity is the Goal/Softgoal analysis model (GSAModel), i.e., a mod-
el that mixes previous models. The activity needs the three Work-
Products obtained previously: the Goal organizational model, the
Softgoal organization model, and the Security policy document.

Phase: Eliciting
Process: SEDAWA
Subactivities

Iteration: First iteration
Subactivities

Activity: Security organizational-based analysis
ProcessRole: Security expert
ActivityParameters {kind:input}

WorkProduct: Goal organization model
WorkProduct: Organizational architecture

ActivityParameters {kind:output}
WorkProduct: Soft goal organizational model
WorkProduct: Security policy document

Steps
Step: Examine policies, laws, rules and regulations
Step: Consider“organizational security policy”document
Step: Define security policy
Step: Determine the most relevant assets to be protected and
vulnerabilities
Step: Deriving soft goals from organizational structures, main
assetsandsecuritypolicy
Step: Identify and associate security soft goals with the
Security Manager actor
Step: Refine soft goal into lower-level,i.e., more specific softgoals
Step: Discover responsabilities, task and levels that we use
Step: Define levels, roles and compartments as resources
Step: Associate soft goals refined with levels, roles and
compartments according to SGModel

Fig. 8. Security organizational-based analysis activity (1.2).

<<Profile>>

<<profile>>

<<stererotype>>
SR

<<stererotype>>
GOModel

<<stererotype>>
GSAModel

<<stererotype>>
Softgoal

<<stererotype>>
IActor

<<stererotype>>
SLevel

<<stererotype>>
SCompartment

<<stererotype>>
SRole

<<stererotype>>
Resource

<<stererotype>>
SecurityManager

<<stererotype>>
Task

<<stererotype>>
SConstraintRule

<<import>>

<<stererotype>>
SConstraintAuthorization

<<stererotype>>
SSoftgoal

<<stererotype>>
SOModel

<<stererotype>>
SConstraintAudit

Fig. 9. Profile stereotypes with which to define security requirements.

Phase: Eliciting
Process: SEDAWA
Subactivities

Iteration: First iteration
Subactivities

Activity: Goal/Soft goal analysis
ProcessRole: Requirement engineer
ProcessRole: Security expert
ActivityParameters {kind:input}

WorkProduct: Goal organizational model
WorkProduct: Soft goal organization model
WorkProduct: Security policy document

ActivityParameters {kind:output}
WorkProduct: Goal/Softgoal analysis model (secureCIM)

Steps
Step: Analyze the functionality of the main resources from

GOModel
Step: Identify resources from GOModel and soft goals refined
Step: Define dependencies between actors in order to achieve

softgoals
Step: Associate softgoals with resources obtained from GOModel

(to assign Levels, Compartments and Roles)
Step: Detect new vulnerabilities from resources
Step: Determine additional constraints that resources must be need
Step: Identify and associate new constraints to softgoals refined

Fig. 10. Goal/Softgoal analysis activity (1.3).
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4.4. Modeling phase

This subsection comprises two activities which cover the con-
ceptual stage for the DW design. The modeling phase is carried
out by the use of two activities. Both the information and the secu-
rity requirements defined at the business level (i.e., secure CIM)
must be transformed into the conceptual level, i.e., into the corre-
sponding secure PIM.

As was mentioned in the previous section, the PIM corresponds
with an extension of the UML presented in [51], which the infor-
mation is clearly organized into secure facts and secure dimen-
sions. These secure facts and dimensions are modeled by SFact
(represented as ) and SDimension ( ) stereotypes, respectively.
SFact and SDimension are related through shared aggregation rela-
tionships (the Association UML metaclass) in class diagrams. While
an SFact is composed of measures or secure fact attributes (SFactAt-
tribute stereotype, SFA), with regard to SDimensions, each aggrega-
tion level of a hierarchy is specified by classes stereotypes such as
SBase ( ). Each SBase class can contain several secure dimension

attributes (SDimensionAttribute, SDA) and must also contain a se-
cure descriptor attribute (SDescriptor attribute, SD). An association
stereotyped as Rolls-upTo (�Rolls-UpTo�) between SBase clas-
ses specifies the relationship between two levels of a classification
hierarchy. Within this, role R represents the direction in which the
hierarchy rolls up, whereas role D represents the direction in
which the hierarchy drills down. The information about all users
who are entitled to access the MD model are represented as in-
stances of the UserProfile class (stereotype UserProfile, ). The
UML metamodel which supports the secure PIM is shown in
Appendix A.

This proposal allows us to classify both, information and
users in order to represent the main security aspects in the con-
ceptual modeling of DWs. Security information is defined for
each element of the model (SFact, SDimension, SFactAttribute,
etc.) specifying a sequence of security levels a set of user com-
partments and a set of roles. Moreover, the constraints (Audit-
Rule, AuthorizationRule and SecurityRule) are modeled through
the UML notes. These constraints are defined following the syn-
tax of the ARs, AURs and SIARs rules from the ACA model (more
details in [7,6,51]). We shall now present activities A2.1 and
A2.2.

4.4.1. Secure Data Warehouse design (A2.1)
Fig. 11 shows activity 2.1 which is called the Secure Data Ware-

house design. The goal of this activity is to map the secure CIM ob-
tained during the elicitation phase onto the secure MD model, i.e.,
the output is the secure MD model (secure PIM). As input the activ-
ity has the WorkProducts GSAModel (secureCIM) and the Secure MD
metamodel (see Appendix A). The activity takes place in several
steps.

In order to map secure CIM onto secure PIM we need to apply a
set of QVT relations, which is part of our future work. We shall lim-
it our efforts to defining a manual transformation between secure
CIM (GSAModel) and secure PIM based on the guidelines presented
below.

In the sequel we suggest several guidelines for transforming the
secure CIM into the secure PIM:

Guideline G1: Related to actors.
Guideline G2: Related to BusinessProcesses.
Guideline G3: Related to Measures.
Guideline G4: Related to Contexts.

Guideline G1: Actors in the GSAModel (secure CIM) are mapped
onto the userProfile class of the MD model. By default the userProfile
class will contains three attributes: securityLevel (SL), securityRole
(SR) and securityCompartment (SC). According to the ACA model,
these attributes allow us to represent the security information
for each of the system’s users.

Guideline G2: Create an SFact class for each BusinessProcess in
the GSAModel. The name of the SFact in the MD model will be the
name of the BusinessProcess in the GSAModel. Several guidelines
are given to obtain the security information associated with the
SFact in the MD model.

Guideline G2.1: SLevel, SRole and SCompartment decomposition
associated with the BusinessProcess resource through an SSoftgoal
dependency in GSAModel are mapped as SL, SR and SC classes
associated with the SFact that represents the corresponding
BusinessProcess.

Guideline G2.2: Each SConstraintRule task that makes a positive
contribution to an SSoftgoal, which constitutes an SSoftgoal depen-
dency for the BusinessProcess in the GSAModel is mapped as a Secu-
rityRule class associated with the SFact in the MD model.
SConstraintAudit and SConstraintAuthorization tasks in the GSAMod-
el are dealt with in an analogous manner.

Phase: Modeling
Process: SEDAWA
Subactivities

Iteration: First iteration
Subactivities

Activity: Secure DWdesign
ProcessRole: Exper tmodeler
ProcessRole: Project manager
ActivityParameters {kind:input}

WorkProduct: GSA Model(secure CIM)
WorkProduct: Secure MDmeta model

ActivityParameters {kind:output}
WorkProduct: Secure MDmodel

Steps
Step: Identify intentional actors in these cure CIM and map
into User Profile class
Step: Identify and map Business Process and Measures from
secure CIM into SFact and SFact Attributes respectively
Step: Map each SLevel, SRole and SCompartment into its
corresponding classes
Step: Classify and map SConstraintin to Security Rule,
Audit Rule or Authorization Rule
Step: Map Contexts from secure CIM into SDimensions and
SBasesrespectively

Fig. 11. Secure Data Warehouse design activity (2.1).

Phase: Modeling
Process: SEDAWA
Subactivities

Iteration: First iteration
Subactivities

Activity: Enriched secure DWdesign
ProcessRole: Expert modeler
ProcessRole: Project manager
ActivityParameters {kind:input}

WorkProduct: Secure MDmodel
WorkProduct: Operational data sources

ActivityParameters {kind:output}
WorkProduct: Enriched secure MDmodel

Steps
Step: Revise technical details and needs from the final users
Step: Examine the operational sources availables
Step: Compare the secure PIM with operational sources
Step: Add new classes to MDmodel according to needed
Step: Revise the security policy and valore new constraints
Step: Analyze the existence of some contradiction between the
security imposed at this level

Fig. 12. Enriched Secure Data Warehouse design activity (2.2).
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Guideline G3: Each resource labeled with the stereotype
�Measure� associated through the Strategic, Decision and Infor-
mation goal with the BusinessProcess detected in guideline G2 is
mapped as SFactAttribute for the SFact that corresponds with the
BusinessProcess.

Guideline G3.1: SLevel, SRole and SCompartment decomposition
associated with the Measure resource through a SSoftgoal depen-
dency in GSAModel are mapped as SL, SR and SC classes associated
with the SFactAttribute which represents the corresponding
Measure.

Guideline G3.2: Each SConstraintRule task that makes a positive
contribution to an SSoftgoal, which constitutes an SSoftgoal depen-
dency for the Measure in the GSAModel is mapped as a SecurityRule
class associated with the SFact that contains the SFactAttribute cor-
responding to the Measure. SConstraintAudit and SConstraintAutho-
rization tasks associated with Measure in the GSAModel are dealt
with in an analogous manner.

4.4.2. Enriched Secure Data Warehouse design (A2.2)
Activity 2.1 has been used to obtain a secure PIM, whose ele-

ments are BusinessProcess, Context and Measure. Logically, we can-
not identify the whole MD model, because the level of granularity
is very low (observe in Fig. 18 that certain classes do not have any
attributes). Hence, we need to enrich this secure PIM with opera-
tional data sources that will populate the DW repository. Fig. 12
shows activity 2.2, which guarantees as output an enriched secure
MD model, i.e., an enriched secure PIM. This activity receives as in-
put two WorkProducts: the secure MD model and operational data
sources. The goal of this activity is to revise other detailed technical
aspects and constructors which do not belong to the organizational
model, taking into account the operational data sources available.

During this activity the expert modeler and the project manager
ProcessRoles need to increase the descriptive level of the secure MD
model WorkProduct. The needs of the final users of the DWs are re-
vised again in order to match technical details not contained in the
secure MD model, i.e., to match complex end user’s queries with
the secure MD model. User needs are not only needs which are ta-
ken into account in order to define a secure DWs. The secure DWs
repository will be populated with operational sources (data
sources) such as Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems,
external data sources (syndicated data, census data), etc. Hence,
we need to examine the available operational sources and compare

them with the secure MD model (secure PIM) WorkProduct. As re-
sult, new classes, new associations between them and new attri-
butes can be added to the secure MD model. Therefore, we need
to value the security policy according to the new valuable assets,
and to establish new security information (SL, SR and SC) and addi-
tional constraints to the secure MD model. Once executed the steps
included in activity 2.2 have been executed, we have as output the
enriched secure MD model as output WorkProduct.

4.5. Implementation phase

This phase is devoted to obtaining code for specific DBMS
through activity 3.1, which is based on previous work related to
MDA. The implementation phase covers the logical and physical
stages of the DW design. As was explained in the previous subsec-
tion, the secure PIM is modeled by using the metamodel proposed
by Villarroel et al. [51]. Depending upon the MDA, the secure PIM
must be transformed into a secure PSM. In order to define the se-
cure PSM for the logical level we use the metamodel presented in
[48], in which we extended the relational package from the Com-
mon Warehouse Metamodel (CWM). The extended metamodel is
called the SECRDW metamodel (see Appendix B) which permits
the representation at the logical level of all the security and audit
measures captured during the conceptual modeling stage of the
DWs design.

The SECRDW metamodel defines a container SSchema which is
inherited from Schema. SSchema is a collection of STables and secu-
rityProperties and is aimed at security at the model level. A Column-
Set represents any form of relational data. An STable and UserProfile
are inherited from Table, which contains Columns. The UserProfile
table contains columns through which to specify the access prop-
erties (securityProperty) that the user has. UserProfile, unlike STable,
is unique and has no association with the other tables in the sys-
tem. A ForeignKey associates columns from one table with columns
from another table. The PrimaryKey class inherits from the Unique-
Constraint. The PrimaryKey and ForeignKey metaclasses are owned
by the STable metaclass (see metamodel shown in Appendix B).
Certain metaclasses are used to represent security and audit mea-
sures in the metamodel. The SecurityProperty metaclass inherits
from the Class (from the Core) metaclass and specializes in Securit-
yLevels, securityCompartments and securityRoles classes. Further-
more, other classes are also used to represent security
constraints, authorization rules and audit rules in the metamodel:
the AuditConstraint class, the ARConstraint class and the AURCon-
straint class, which inherit from the SecurityConstraint metaclass.
The aforementioned classes, along with the associations between
them, can be observed in Appendix B.

Fig. 13 defines activity 3.1, which is called secure code imple-
mentation. The activity comprises several steps, which guarantee
the transformation of the MDA between the enriched secure PIM
and the secure PSM, and between the secure PSM and the secure
code. Hence, the activity has as output the secure PSM and the se-
cure code has as output WorkProducts. The Secure MD metamodel,
the secure MD model, the SECRDW metamodel and, the DBMS spe-
cific WorkProducts are the inputs of this activity.

The secure PSM corresponds with the logical level, which is de-
signed according to the specific properties of the DBMS such as
Relational Online Analytical Processing (ROLAP), Multidimensional
Online Analytical Processing (MOLAP) or Hybrid Online Analytical
Processing (HOLAP). Nevertheless, Kimball and Ross [17] assures
us that the most common representation is through the relational
platform (i.e., ROLAP systems). Unfortunately, other metamodels
for PSMs such as MOLAP or HOLAP have to be extended in order
to support security issues. Also, the definition of the transforma-
tion between previous PSMs can be defined (see future work in
Section 7). In relational systems the main schema types with which

Phase: Implementation
Process: SEDAWA
Subactivities

Iteration: First iteration
Subactivities

Activity: Secure code implementation
ProcessRole: Expert modeler
ProcessRole: Project manager
ActivityParameters {kind:input}
WorkProduct: Enriched Secure MDmodel
WorkProduct: SECRDW meta model
WorkProduct: SGDB specific

ActivityParameters {kind:output}
WorkProduct: secure PSM
WorkProduct: secure code

Steps
Step: Decide the schemakind for representing the secure DWs
(Star, Fact Constellations or Snow flake)
Step: Apply QVT relations to transform enriched secure PIM
into secure PSM
Step: Re examine and consider the security defined for the secure
PSM
Step: Decidea DBMS specific,taking into account its security
advantages
Step: Obtain code for a specific DBMS from the secure PSM

Fig. 13. Secure code implementation activity (3.1).
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to represent DWs are star, snowflake and fact constellation sche-
mas. Therefore the first step is to decide the schema type with
which to represent the secure DWs. In our context we have decide
to use a star schema. The QVT relations applied to the enriched se-
cure PIM will allow us to obtain the secure PSM automatically. At
this point the revision of all the security measures obtained by
using the QVT relations is appropriate, since new needs may ap-
pear. We shall now examine the security advantages for the spe-
cific DBMS that will store the secure DWs repository, i.e., Oracle,
DB2, etc. Finally the secure code for a specific DBMS is automati-
cally obtained by applying the proposal Model2Text [35], which is
part of our future work (see Section 7).

4.6. Test–delivery phase

This phase is comprised solely of the activity verification and
validation performed by the ProcessRoles expert modeler and pro-
ject manager. The activity does not produce new WorkProducts as
output. The work carried out during the test–delivery phase has
a direct relationship with the post-development review discipline.
This discipline allows us to look back at the development of DWs,
revise the documentation created, and attempt to identify both
opportunities for improvement and major successes that should
be taken into account [22].

Fig. 14 defines activity 4.1 through the various steps carried out
by the ProcessRoles expert modeler and project manager. Numer-
ous testing techniques in the specialized literature have been pro-
posed but it is accepted that they can be carried out the use of
verification and validation methods [37]. The objective of verifica-
tion testing is primarily to ensure that the secure DWs has been
correctly built. The defects found must be corrected. The objective
of validation testing is to determine whether the secure DWs has
been built correctly. In other words, does the secure DW perform
as was expected? During validation testing, test data and so on will
be created [37].

Several steps are undertaken in order to carry out activity 4.1.
Internal validation and external verification as expressed in [28]
are the main issue when verifying that all requirements have been
correctly implemented. Internal verification must identify poten-
tial conflict among security requirements and the remaining
requirements, and detect incomplete, inconsistent, incomprehen-
sible, or ambiguous requirements specification. Several techniques
can be used when performing the verification process such as peer
reviews, checklists or Fagan’s methods [27]. Moreover, conflicts
can be detected and solved by using the proposal of [19] through

the graph-based approach for the specification of Access Control
policies. Vulnerabilities are discovered by analyzing threats to
and attacks on both the requirements and the DW repository
(i.e., at both, business and application-levels). One of the best
known techniques through which to model threats/attacks are at-
tack trees, which contain threats, and their possible attacks [45].
This issue will be studied (see section dealing with Future work).
Once the vulnerabilities have been found and emended we verify
the quality acceptance level by testing the DWs with users. If the
quality is assured and the users and maintainers have received
training then we decide to release and deliver the final secure
DWs.

5. A pharmaceutical consortium: an example of application

In this section, we apply our secure engineering process (SEDA-
WA) to the context of a pharmaceutical consortium. This consor-
tium manages several pharmacies which offer various types of
services to the community, and wishes to control all aspects re-
lated to the sales of medicines through medical prescriptions. A pa-
tient’s prescription contains the patient’s data, information related
to its illness and the medicine that should acquire. In order to sat-
isfy the demands that presupposes the previous problem is re-
quired a secure DWs.

In the following subsections we apply the four phases that com-
prises the process. Our process is iterative and incremental thereby
is necessary to plan the iterations that will be executed. In this sec-
tion we consider only one iteration in order to make more under-
standable the example.

5.1. Elicitation phase: example

This phase comprises three activities (A1.1, A1.2 and A1.3). The
WorkProduct output is GSAModel (i.e., secure CIM).

5.1.1. Activity A1.1
Fig. 15 shows the GOModel obtained as WorkProduct output

from activity A1.1. The business process is related to one main ac-
tor, the marketing manager via the strategic goal ‘‘increase prescrip-
tion sales”. Two different decision goals are derived from this
strategic goal: ‘‘decrease prescription price” and ‘‘give incentive to
pharmacist”. The following information goals have been obtained

Phase: Test-delivery
Process: SEDAWA
Subactivities

Iteration: First iteration
Subactivities

Activity: Verification and validation
ProcessRole: Expert modeler
ProcessRole: Project manager
ActivityParameters {kind:input}

WorkProduct: Secure Data Warehouse
ActivityParameters {kind:output}

WorkProduct: Secure DataWarehouse
Steps

Step: Verify that all requirements have been correctly
implemented
Step: Analysis of vulnerabilities of the requirements and the
DWs repository
Step: Achieve acceptable level of quality testing the DWs with
user expectation, and training of users and maintainers
Step: Delivery the final secure DWs to the endusers

Fig. 14. Verification and validation activity (4.1).
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Fig. 15. Goal organization model obtained from activity 1.1.
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from each of these decision goals: ‘‘decrease prescription price” and
‘‘analyze prescription price”. The derived information requirements
are as follows: ‘‘analyze price by patient, prescription and pharmacy,
and analyze sales by pharmacy, prescription and pharmacy_type”. In
Fig. 15, each of these elements are defined as goals (strategic, deci-
sion and information goals) or tasks (information requirements).
Furthermore, several resources are associated with the information
requirements where necessary, such as measures and context of
analysis. The measures are ‘‘Sales and Price”. The elements that rep-
resent context of analysis are ‘‘Prescription, Pharmacy and Phar-
macy_Type”, but these are related to each other, since they
represent means of aggregating the ‘‘Pharmacy” data. Patient is also
a context of analysis, but has no relationship to the other Contexts.
Fig. 15 represents the functional requirements for DWs. According
to MDA it represents a CIM without security.

5.1.2. Activity A1.2
The security requirements for DWs are obtained by applying

activity A1.2. Hence, we focus on the sales prescription process
as a security policy, which is performed by the SecurityManager ac-
tor via the ‘‘guarantee the security for the sales prescription process”
SSoftgoal. By using a refinement process, three new softgoals are
obtained: ‘‘guard the security of use of certain medication and con-
sumer’s rights, maintain privacy of sales, price and patient’s data
and impose a clearance level on prescription process” (see Fig. 16).
Various responsibilities are discovered in this process. Hierarchical
relations are therefore defined, of which the most general is Phar-
macyEmployee, which is then specialized into the Pharmacist (Phar-
ma) and Administrative (Admin) roles. Horizontal groups
(compartments) within the organization are detected: pharmaco-
vigilanceCenter (pharmaC), which is responsible for the security of
the use of certain medications and commercialManagerCenter (com-
mercialC), which is responsible for commercialization and supply.
Restriction levels are established by means of TopSecret (TS) and
Secret (S). Note in Fig. 16 how the security resources are associated
with their corresponding SSoftgoals. Fig. 16 represents the Work-
Product output (SOModel) from activity A1.2.

5.1.3. Activity A1.3
By means of activity A1.3 the WorkProducts output from activi-

ties A1.1 and A1.2 are merged in the WorkProduct GSAModel. Fig. 17
shows how GOModel and SOModel are merged by means of the
Dependency association ( ). The requirements shown in Fig. 15

are associated with the SSoftgoals contained in Fig. 16. If we are
to fulfill previous SSoftgoals we need to associate resources con-
tained in GOModel (i.e., Sales_Prescription, Patient, Price, Prescription,
Pharmacy_Type and Sales) with the SSoftgoals contained in SOModel.
For example, ‘‘impose maximum level of restriction on the sales pre-
scription” (marked in Fig. 17 with the number 1) and ‘‘Guarantee the
secure use of medication norms” (marked in Fig. 17 with the number
5). The remaining SSofgoals which establish associations with re-
sources from GOModel are dealt with analogously (see the SSoftgo-
als marked with the numbers 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 17). The
aforementioned SSoftgoals are, therefore, achieved through a
Dependency association between the SecurityManager and the Mar-
ketingManager. Sales_Prescription is associated with the ‘‘Impose
maximum level of restriction on the sales prescription” SSoftgoals
whose SLevel is TopSecret.

Other SSoftgoals are, moreover, associated with resources (Pa-
tient, Price, Prescription, Pharmacy_Type and Sales). Sales_Prescrip-
tion and Prescription are very valuable assets, and therefore, need
additional restrictions. Fig. 17 shows how the SOModel has been
modified with the SRule and Audit constraints, which are labeled
as SConstraintRule, SConstraintAudit, respectively. SRule contributes
to the fulfillment of the SSoftgoal ‘‘impose maximum level of restric-
tion on the sales prescription”, so according to the dependency asso-
ciation defined, it is related to both the BusinessProcess
Sales_Prescription and Context Prescription, respectively. The same
reasoning assures that the Context Prescription will be related to
the Audit constraint. Moreover, other SSoftgoals are associated with
resources (Patient, Price, Prescription, Pharmacy_Type and Sales).
These are dealt with in an analogous manner.

According to MDA Fig. 17 can be seen as a secure CIM because
its represents both functional and non-functional requirements in
the same model. In accordance with the classification for users of
the ACA model introduced in Section 3, each of the system’s user
will have securityLevel, securityRole and securityCompartment.
Hence, we can conclude that a user has access to Sales_Prescription
if his/her access class dominates the access class of Sales_Prescrip-
tion, i.e., his/her security level is TopSecret (in this restricted case).

We have developed a prototype case tool in order to assessment
the secure engineering process by using Eclipse development plat-
form framework.

5.2. Modeling phase: example

The modeling phase guarantees both, map secure CIM (Work-
Product GSAModel obtained from A1.3) onto secure PIM and enrich
it with the operational data sources that will populate the DW
repository.

5.2.1. Activity A2.1
In order to define a map between a secure CIM (represented in

Fig. 17) and a secure MD model (secure PIM), we apply a set of
guidelines which correspond with the steps from activity 2.1. As
we can see in Fig. 17 we have only one actor, denoted as Marketing-
Manager, which will be an instance of the UserProfile class. The val-
ues of SL, SR and SC for each actor are (for the moment) unknown
due to the granularity at this level.

We also have only one BusinessProcess (see the GSAModel de-
picted in Fig. 17). According to G2 the Sales_Prescription Business-
Process should be mapped onto the Sales_Prescription SFact (see
Fig. 18). Note in Fig. 17 how the SecurityManager depends on the
MarketingManager to achieve the SSoftgoals marked with the num-
bers 1 and 2. According to G2.1 the Sales_Prescription SFact is asso-
ciated with the SL Secret (S) and TopSecret (TS), which are
represented in its heading (see Fig. 18). According to G2.2 the
Sales_Prescription SFact is associated with the SecurityRule 1, which
is modeled in Fig. 18 by using a UML note.
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<<SRole>>
Pharma
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Admin

<<SSoftgoal>>
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Fig. 16. Softgoal organization model obtained from activity 1.2.
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With regard to Measures, we have the Price and Sales (see GSA-
Model in Fig. 17) which are mapped as SFactAttributes in the MD
model, as Fig. 18 shows. In Fig. 17 we can see that SecurityMan-
ager depends on MarketingManager to achieve the SSoftgoals
marked with the number 4. Hence, according to G3.1 these attri-
butes are associated with the SR Admin (see Fig. 18). These Mea-
sures do not have associated security constraints (SConstraintRule,
SConstraintAudit and SConstraintAuthorization).

In Fig. 17 we have two Contexts of analysis: (i) the Patient Con-
text is transformed into the Patient SDimension in the MD model
(see Fig. 18) and (ii) the Pharmacy, Pharmacy_Type and Prescription
Contexts represent the SDimension Pharmacy. According to G4.1 the
Pharmacy Context represents the SBase root of the SDimension Phar-
macy (see Fig. 17). If we apply G4.2, the Prescription and Phar-
macy_Type Contexts are mapped as SBases in the MD model. The
UML aggregations between them and the Pharmacy Context are
mapped as a Rolls-upTo association between the corresponding
SBase classes in the MD model (see Fig. 18).

In Fig. 17 we can see that SecurityManager depends on Marketing-
Manager to achieve the SSoftgoals marked with the numbers 1, 3 and
5. Hence, according to G4.3, the Prescription Context is associated
with the SL TopSecret (TS), the SR Pharma and the SC PharmaC (see
Fig. 18). According to G4.4 the Prescription Context is associated with

the AuditRule 2 and the SecurityRule 3, which are represented in the
MD model shown in Fig. 18 by using UML notes. These constraints
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Fig. 17. Goal/Softgoal analysis model obtained from activity 1.3.
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are obtained by taking into account the SSoftgoals dependency
marked in the GSAModel (see Fig. 17) with the numbers 1 and 5, be-
tween the SecurityManager and MarketingManager.

5.2.2. Activity A2.2
As was previously stated, the activity 2.2 contrasts the secure

PIM (obtained from activity A2.1) with the operational data sources
available. The WorkProduct output from activity A2.2 is the Enriched
secure MD model (enriched secure PIM). This activity is carried out
manually, with which the designer can retouch the incipient secure
MD model (secure CIM) obtained from activity A2.1.

If we continue with the example that we have been developing,
it now follows that we apply activity A2.2. Fig. 19 shows an in-
stance of our enriched secure PIM (see metamodel shown in para-
graph A), which makes part of the DW that is required for the
previous problem more complete. The SFact Sales_Prescription (ste-
reotype SFact) contains all the sales information in one or more
pharmacies, and can be accessed by users who have Secret or top-
Secret security levels, play an Administrative or Pharmacist role and
belong to pharmacovigilanceCenter, healthOversightCenter (the com-
mittee which guards the health of the company’s clients) and com-
mercialManagerCenter compartments. The sales attribute can only
be accessed by users who perform the administrative role (tagged
values SR of sales attribute) and belong to the commercialManager-
Center compartment, and access to this attribute will therefore be
forbidden to other users who are (pharmacist and maintenance
employees or belong to other different commercialManagerCenter
compartments). The income attributes can only be accessed by
users who perform the administrative role (tagged value SR of in-
come attribute). Other static user classifications for the conceptual
model classes defined in Fig. 19 are:

The SFact Sales_Prescription which contains three SDimensions
(Pharmacy, Patient and Medication), which contains SBase hierar-
chies. Access to these SBase hierarchies is established in the same
way as was done with the SFact. The UserProfile has been com-
pleted in order to store information about all users who will have
access to this secure MD model.

Several security constraints have been specified by using the
previously defined constraints, stereotypes and tagged values.
The following paragraphs correspond to notes 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 19:

1. For each instance of the SFact class Sales_Prescription, if the type
of payment is through insurance then the security compart-
ment will be commercialManagerCenter (commercialC, tagged
value SC). This constraint is only applied if the user makes a
query whose information comes from DataPharmacy.

2. We would like to record, for future audit, the subject, object and
time of every frustrated access attempt upon Prescription.

3. For each instance of the SBase class Prescription, if the prescrip-
tion is of the type ‘‘socialSecurity”, then the security level will be
Secret (Secret, tagged value SL).

5.3. Implementation phase: example

By means of this phase is obtained the secure PSM (relational)
and the corresponding code for specific DBMS. The Implementation
phase comprises only the activity A3.1.

5.3.1. Activity A3.1
By using the PIM in Fig. 19 as a starting point, we apply a set of

QVT relations [49] (contained as step within the activity A3.1)
through which to achieve an instance of the secure PSM. The trans-
formation ensures that SFact and SDimensions are transformed into
STables with their associated security information. The UserProfile
class is transformed into a classical Table from CWM. Fig. 20 repre-
sents a star schema at the logical level, which corresponds with an
instance of the relational metamodel from the CWM extended in
[48].

The SFact Sales_Prescription is represented in Fig. 20 by means of
the STable Sales_ Prescription. All of its columns are represented in
this table along with all the associated security information, which
restricts access both to the table itself and to its columns. All the
hierarchy that conforms to an SDimension must be represented
by means of a single STable. Observe in Fig. 20 that the Pharmacy
STable contains as SColumn the attributes from the SBases Data-
Pharmacy, Pharmacy_Type and Prescription classes from Fig. 19. This
occurs in an analogous manner with the Patient and Medication
SBases classes. In order to build a star scheme the Sales_Prescription
table must contain columns such as Foreign Key(FK) which repre-
sent Primary Key (PK) in the tables that correspond with SDimen-
sions at the PIM level.

The security information (SL, SR and SC) represented in the clas-
ses from Fig. 19 is modeled at the logical level in the title of the ta-
ble itself (See Fig. 20).

The SecurityRule1, AuditRule2 and SecurityRule3 security con-
straints that appear in Fig. 19 are transformed into instances of
the SecurityConstraint from the extended relational metamodel.
These instances are modeled in Fig. 20 by means of UML notes with

Fig. 19. Enriched secure PIM obtained from activity 2.2. Fig. 20. An instance of the secure PSM obtained from activity 3.1.
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the names ARConst1 and AURConst2, respectively. The securityRule3
attempts to change the security for the SBase Prescription class,
thus establishing new values for securityLevel (SL). As we observed
in Fig. 19, the security of the SBase Pharmacy class has been as-
signed to the SColumns NumPres, nameP and type. Hence, the con-
straint is transformed and applied to SColumns NumPres, nameP
and type. Consequently, the SecurityRule3 is transformed into three
ARConstraints, which appear in Fig. 20 under the names of AR-
Const3.1, ARConst3.2 and ARConst3.3, which are associated with
the SColumns NumPres, nameP and type, respectively.

To illustrate the step related to obtain code for a specific DBMS
(contained as step within the activity A3.1), we shall briefly show
the possibilities that Oracle 11g DBMS offers in order to implement
security and audit measures by means of Oracle Label Security
(OLS11g), Virtual Private Databases (VPD) and Oracle Fine-Grained
Auditing (FGA). We shall only explain the security aspects that our
extension contemplates, and to do this we have first created a
security policy named ‘‘MyPolicy” along with valid levels, compart-
ments and hierarchical groups. See Fig. 21.

In Fig. 21a we show how User1 satisfies the security properties
for the Sales_Prescription STable. Fig. 21b shows how we define and
establish the security information for the Sales_Prescription table
by labeling functions from OLS, although it is not possible to con-
sider security at the column level. The ARConst 1 is implemented
by means of the labeling function represented in Fig. 21c. The
FGA allows us to define and implement the AudConst 2 (see
Fig. 21d). In AudConst 2 we cannot implement the logType because
FGA does not allow us to choose it.

5.4. Test–delivery phase: example

This phase comprises only one activity. As we said above, we
have only developed one iteration to make more understandable

the example. Hence, we assume that all steps belonging to activity
A4.1 have been executed, i.e., all informational and security
requirements have been correctly implemented, both the reposi-
tory and the requirements do not have vulnerabilities, we achieve

Begin

‘S::Ph,Adm::pharmaC,healthC,comercialC’
endif;
ReturnTO_LBAC_DATA_LABEL(‘MyPolicy’,‘MyLabel’);

Begin
dbms_fga.add_policy(

);

b

d

c

a

Fig. 21. Implementing our constraints in Oracle 11g.

Fig. 22. Defining GOModel and SOModel in our IDE based on the Eclipse platform.
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good acceptance level of quality and we delivery the final secure
DWs to the end users.

With the aforementioned comment we finish the development
of the secure DWs corresponding to the pharmaceutical consor-
tium example. In the next section we show how the prototype
CASE tool that we are developing is applied to the example.

5.5. Applying a prototype case tool

Currently we are developing a prototype case tool based on the
Eclipse3 development platform (see Fig. 22). We employ several of
its plug-ins implementing the MDA standard: for instance, the
‘‘model development tools” (MDT) for supporting UML and UML pro-
file, the ‘‘eclipse modeling framework” (EMF) for specifying the
CWM extended [48], ‘‘ATLAS Transformation Language” (ATL)4 pro-
ject in order to specify the secure CIM-secure PIM and secure PIM-
secure PSM transformations and MOFScript to design model-to-code
MOF2Text [35] mappings to automatically implement the final se-
cure DWs. We have combined the aforementioned defined plug-ins
to provide an ‘‘integrated development environment” (IDE) to design
secure DWs projects based on the secure engineering process pro-
posed in Section 4.

Fig. 22 shows the tools that we have implemented as proof of
concepts of our secure engineering process. On the left-hand side
of the figure, the Pharmacy Secure Data Warehouse project have
been initiated, which automatically creates the secureCIM, secure-
PIM, securePSM and secureCODE folders within the Eclipse Work-
space. If we create the pharmacy project for defining the secure
CIM, then within the secureCIM folder appears the default.uml
and pharmacy.iss files (see left hand side of the figure). The phar-
macy.iss file allows us to define the GSAModel, GOModel and
SOModel diagrams (see the middle part of the Fig. 22) by using
the corresponding tools, which appear on the right hand side of
the own figure. The default.uml file allows us to editing the created
diagram by using the UML model editor from Eclipse. The figure
also, shows on the right hand side the necessary tools in order to
define GOModel and SOModel. In the upper part of the figure ap-
pears the classical menu bar from Eclipse, which have been
adapted to support the Transform and Secure Transform menu op-
tions. The Transformation (Secure Transformation) menu option
corresponds with the DWs development without security (with
security). The Secure Transformation menu option includes the
IDW Secure CIM to Secure MD PIM (ATL), Secure MD PIM to SEC-
RDW <CWM> PSM (ATL) and SECRDW <CWM> PSM to SQL Secure
CODE (MOFScript) in order to transform the secure CIM into the
secure PIM, the secure PIM into the secure PSM and the secure
PSM into the secure CODE, respectively. The OCL Validation menu
option implements and checks the associated constraints to the
metamodels employed.

6. Limitations of SEDAWA

Our secure engineering process contributes to automatize the
development of secure DWs projects. Nevertheless, our proposal
has some limitations:

– The step related to the transformation of secure CIM to secure
PIM requires a manual retouch in order to contrast the secure
PIM with the operational data sources obtained. This is because
the CIM model has a very high abstraction level.

– The architecture can be completed with other secure relational
paradigms as secure PSM (for instance, MOLAP or HOLAP sys-
tems) and the corresponding MDA transformation.

– The prototype CASE tool which supports our process needs to be
completed and validated with real projects.

– Our process is only based on direct engineering methods. The
proposal could be enriched by developing methods in order to
offer direct and reverse engineering methods.

– In our approach, security is based on access control to guarantee
confidentiality and audit in the DWs design. However, other
security aspects, such as integrity, reliability and availability
could be taken into account out of the Data Warehouse design.

– Other kind of non-functional requirements such as cost-benefit
and performance are not included within our process.

In the following section we describe as future work some of the
aforementioned limitations of our secure engineering process
(SEDAWA).

7. Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have proposed a secure engineering process for
DWs, by eliciting and developing both functional and security as-
pects as non-functional requirements at the business level. This ap-
proach is outlined as follows. First a secure CIM is built by using
the three activities supported by an adaptation of the i* framework.
Second, the secure CIM is transformed and developed by using QVT
transformations throughout the DW life cycle. Our methodology is
MOF-compliant as a result of the application of SPEM, i.e., accord-
ing to the four layer architecture from OMG, it belongs to the M1
layer. The greatest contribution of this work is that all the security
and audit requirements elicited during the early phases are mod-
eled, developed and defined throughout the entire DW life cycle.
We believe that both the time and effort invested in the develop-
ment of DWs are lessened, the transition between different models
and the final implementation is guaranteed, and that it is possible
to attain interoperability, portability, adaptability and reusability
by employing MDA technology.

Our immediate future work consists of several tasks: defining a
formal MDA transformation by using QVT between secure CIM and
secure PIM, defining several secure PSMs, such as secure Multidi-
mensional Online Analytical Processing (MOLAP) and secure Hy-
brid Online Analytical Processing (HOLAP), adapting the
Model2Text approach in order to transform models into code for
specific DBMS such as Oracle, SQL Server or MySQL, which may
be exploited by using Pentaho or SQL Server Analysis Services,
and complete the CASE tool developed in order to automatically
implement secure DWs. We shall also propose new methods with
which to detect vulnerabilities and contradictions between secu-
rity rules defined by the ACA model at different levels of design.
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Appendix A. UML Metamodel for the secure PIM

Fig. B.1 shows the UML metamodel whose instances serve as se-
cure PIM in activities A1.2 and A1.3 from the modeling phase (see
Section 4.4). The metamodel allows us to represent the main secu-

3 URL: <http://www.eclipse.org>.
4 URL: <http://www.eclipse.org/m2m/atl/>.
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rity information, constraints and security rules associated with
SFact, SBase, SFactAttribute, etc., classes in the conceptual modeling
of secure DWs.

Secure facts and secure dimensions are represented by SFact
and SDimension classes, respectively. SFact classes are specified as
composed classes by means of aggregation relationships of n SDi-
mension classes. SDimension classes are composed of classification
hierarchy levels; every classification hierarchy level is specified
by a class called SBase class. Roll-UpTo association represents the
relationship between two levels of a classification hierarchy. The
categorization of SDimensions is represented by means of special-
ization associations between SBases classes. FactAttributes and SDe-
generateDimension represent attributes for the SFact class. SOIDs,
SDescriptors, and/or SDimensionAttributes represent SBase attri-
butes. SDegenerateDimension attributes are defined in the SFact. A
SDegenerateFact represents a UML association class attached to a
many-to-many aggregation relationship between a SFact class
and a SDimension class, which can contains SFactAttributes and SDe-
generateDimensions. The metamodel includes six data types to de-
fine the tagged values contained within the SecureClass and
SecurityProperty classes in order to establish security information
in the systems’ classes (SFact, SBase, etc.). The UserProfile class
may contains attributes in order to specify security information
associated to an system’s user. Other tagged values (LogType, Log-
Info, etc.) allow us to define security rules (AuditRule, Authorization-
Rule and SecurityRule) which are associated with SecureClass and
SecurityProperty to impose additional restriction in the system.
See [51,6,7] for more details. Secure facts and secure dimensions
are represented by SFact and SDimension classes, respectively. SFact
classes are specified as composed classes by means of aggregation
relationships of n SDimension classes. SDimension classes are com-
posed of classification hierarchy levels; every classification hierar-
chy level is specified by a class called SBase class. Roll-UpTo
association represents the relationship between two levels of a
classification hierarchy. The categorization of SDimensions is repre-

sented by means of specialization associations between SBases
classes. FactAttributes and SDegenerateDimension represent attri-
butes for the SFact class. SOIDs, SDescriptors, and/or SDimensionAt-
tributes represent SBase attributes. SDegenerateDimension
attributes are defined in the SFact. A SDegenerateFact represents a
UML association class attached to a many-to-many aggregation
relationship between a SFact class and a SDimension class, which
can contains SFactAttributes and SDegenerateDimensions. The meta-
model includes six data types to define the tagged values contained
within the SecureClass and SecurityProperty classes in order to
establish security information in the systems’ classes (SFact, SBase,
etc.). The UserProfile class may contains attributes in order to spec-
ify security information associated to an system’s user. Other
tagged values (LogType, LogInfo, etc.) allow us to define security
rules (AuditRule, AuthorizationRule and SecurityRule) which are
associated with SecureClass and SecurityProperty to impose addi-
tional restriction in the system. See [51,6,7] for more details.

Appendix B. Relational CWM Metamodel for the secure PSM

Fig. B.1 shows the extended Relational Metamodel from CWM
whose instances serve as secure PSM (relational) in activity A3.1
from the Implementation phase (see Section 4.5). The metamodel
allows us to represent, at the logical level, all the security and audit
rules captured during the conceptual modeling stage of the DWs
design.

The SSchema (SCatalog) classes specialize in the schema (cata-
log) classes to allow a secure schema (catalog). STable and the User-
Profile specializes in the Table metaclass. The SColumn specializes in
the Column metaclass. The UserProfile table is a special table that
stores information about users who have access to the systems.
Several data types are defined in order to define the classes inher-
ited from the SecurityProperty (SecurityLevels, SecurityRoles and
SecurityCompartments) and SecurityConstraints (AuditConstraint,
ARConstraint, AURConstraint) metaclasses. The associations be-
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Fig. B.1. Metamodel used in the design of secure PSM.
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tween SecurityProperty with STable and SColumn allow us to estab-
lish information security by means of securityLevel, securityCom-
partment and securityRole. SecurityConstraint (which inherits from
Constraints metaclass) allows us to define AuditConstraint, ARCon-
straint and AURConstraint. AuditConstraint is useful both as a deter-
rent against misbehavior and as a means by which to analyze user
behavior by employing the system to find out possible attempted
or actual violations. AuditConstraint is essential to record the acces-
ses to tables and columns which are performed by users. ARCon-
straint allows us to define rules for specifying multilevel security
policies in tables and columns. AURConstraint enable us to specify
access to the tables and columns, thus permitting us to specify
much more elaborate security models. The associations between
SecurityConstraint with STable and SColumn allow us to establish
security rules by using AuditConstraint, ARConstraint and/or AUR-
Constraint. See [48] for more details.
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